DRUG TESTING
THIS IS A DRUG TESTED EVENT!!
Contestants will be subject to urinalysis drug testing for illegal
performance enhancing drugs including anabolic steroids,
diuretics, and clenbuterol.
IMPORTANT NOTE - Competitors taking medically prescribed
Testosterone are NOTeligible to compete in this event.
*Polygraph testing could be additionally administered at
promoter's discretion at competitors cost.*
DRUG TESTING:
COMPETITOR'S WILL BE DRUG TESTED DURING PREJUDGING
THE FOLLOWING COMPETITORS WILL BE DRUG TRUSTED:
MEN: BODYBUILDING, CLASSIC PHYSIQUE, & PHYSIQUE: Top 3
AND one random athlete per class will be drug tested.
WOMEN: PHYSIQUE, FIGURE, & BIKINI: Top 2 AND one random
athlete per class will be tested
"LIMITED" DIVISIONS: Top 2 AND one random athletes in ALL
classes will be drug tested.
Competitors will be drug tested at Prejudging immediately
following their class (crossovers get tested after their last
crossover class).

MENS	
  ONLY!!! !It is the athletes responsibility to notify the
promoter's if they placed in the top 3 and were not drug tested! If
any athletes places in the top 3 of any class and leaves the
auditorium without being tested, they will be disqualified.
WOMEN ONLY!!! It is the athletes responsibility to notify the
promoter's if they placed in the top 2 and were not drug tested! If
any athletes places in the top 2 of any class and leaves the
auditorium without being tested, they will be disqualified.
If drug tested, you must wear only your posing suit. No shoes, jackets, sweatsuits or hats
will be permitted in drug testing area.

*By signing the entry, you are agreeing to allow promoter's to post
onwww.daveliberman.com, any drug test failures including names,
competitor number, photo and actual copy of drug test results.*

ALL DRUG TESTS ARE FINAL. Even if you feel the test results are
incorrect, by signing the entry form, you agree to let the drug
testing companies result stand. If you test positive for anabolic
steroids, diuretics or clenbuterol, you are disqualified and
MUST repay your drug test fee and ship your award to whomever
we designate and pay all fees.
BANNED SUBSTANCE LIST:
Our competitors are strictly drug tested through urinalysis (IOC lab,
"Redwood Toxicology Labs") and we test for anabolic steroids, clenbuterol
and prescription/illegal diuretics. Keeping up with every legal supplement
in an ever growing market would be quite an impossible task therefore we
do NOT have an "official banned substance" list.
We have a space on our entries to list ALL of your LEGAL supplements you
used in preparation for our competitions. ALL competitors MUST list every
legal, over the counter supplement in the space provided and/or a separate
piece of paper and mail in with your signed entry. PLEASE KNOW it is the
athletes responsibility to know what he/she is putting into their bodies! .We
spend quite a bit of money on our drug testing and needless to say, we
take our testing very seriously. You CAN use any LEGAL (currently legal)
supplement available (Gaspari Nutrition, Beverly International, Cellucor,
BSN...ect). I strongly advise you use only our sponsors products as they
are of the highest quality on the market! Sponsors logos are all entries and
posters. Please support these generous companies whenever possible as
they support you with backing top NPC drug tested events like ours.
	
  

